Abstract-The edge features in facial images change with changes in images, and are useful for automatically recognising the facial expressions. We present an edge feature extraction method using neuronal threshold logic models to automatically recognise the facial expressions. The system is simulated at digital system level consisting of reading an image followed up with edge extraction system that can be implemented with hybrid CMOSmemristive digital circuits. The results indicate robust edges of the facial features and its useful in development of real-time emotion recognizing digital chip.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic emotion recognition is intensively researched topic in developing human computer interaction systems since it ensures effective and natural interaction between human and machines. Efficient communication with Humanoid robots [2] [3] , deception detection in Narcotics [4] [5] , external support for children with autism disorder [6] etc can be made possible with an efficient automatic emotion recognition system. Human emotions can be classified in to six basic emotions surprise, happiness, fear, disgust, anger and sadness and are widely accepted as universal to human beings.
Emotions can be recognized with the help of attributes like facial expressions [7] [8], speech [16] [17] , facial expressions and speech together [9] [10] or with the help of physiological signals like ECG [11] [39] , EEG [12] [18] [19] , skin thermal responses [20] etc. The advances in psychology and neurology identifies the role of facial expression as most natural way to communicate the quality and nature of emotions [13] . Speech based approaches use parameters like MFCC, MSF, LPCC, Pitch etc for emotion recognition. But all the above features may not be essential and helpful in emotion recognition and requires a systematic feature selection to remove unnecessary features. Bimodal emotion recognition systems requires large processing time due to the additional requirement of the fusion of two informations. Emotion recognition systems using physiological signals require sophisticated machines to elicitate an emotion and to measure the physiological parameters.
The existing emotion recognizing systems use either model based approaches or image based approaches for feature extraction. Model based approaches uses texture models like AAM [21] [22], ASM [23] [24] that explicitly model and find landmark points in the human face corresponding to the feature points. Image based approaches include Gabor Filters [38] and Wavelets [25] , LBP [26] [27], PCA [6] [28], LDA [29] etc. PCA and LDA can also provide dimensionality reduction and offers significant computational advantages. The commonly used classifiers in the present approaches were SVM [23] [34] proposed a combination of facial feature tracking and expression recognition system. They use dynamic bayesian networks to modal the two way interaction between two results and obtains an accuracy of 87.43%. In [35] Meng Qingmei et al proposed a human head portrait robot that have vision and capabilities like recognize and represent human emotions. Emotion recognition is achieved using brightness adjustment and fuzzy neural network classification. Emotion representation by the robot is achieved by defining each emotion using offset coefficients of feature points. In [36] Igor Bisio et al proposed a gender driven emotion recognition system. In which gender identification is done a priori by pitch extraction and using this gender information as input emotion recognition is done using SVM classifier.
Recently researchers employ 3D images or video informations for more robust emotion recognition. But 3D analysis is computationally very complex and costly. In [37] Yun Tie and Ling Guan developed a 3D feature based recognition system with an accuracy of 85%. Features like 3D geometric information, color and density information were extracted using Gabor library and KCCA algorithm is used for classification. In [7] same authors proposed an automatic recognition system using deformable 3-D facial expression model and obtain an accuracy of 88.5%.
Sometimes emotions are last for only small seconds of time, so we need emotion recognition systems that can provide fast detection of the generated emotion. Most of the software based emotion recognition systems in literature has the problem of low processing speed. Also when coming to real time implementation software approaches are more complex than hardware approaches. In [6] an automatic emotion recognition system on FPGA platform for Autistic children is proposed. They uses PCA and euclidean distance calculation and achieves a maximum accuracy of 72.9%. In [14] authors developed a nearest neighbor based emotion recognition system on FPGA and able to achieve only an accuracy of 70%. We need hardware based emotion recognition system for real time applications with high processing speed, high accuracy and low complexity. In this paper, we propose a memristive threshold logic system for facial emotion recognition, that can be easily realizable in VLSI circuits. Cognitive cell network based object detection is used for both edge detection and emotion classification. This hardware based approach makes use of the learning and pattern classification ability of human brain. This approach ensures fast and efficient emotion recognition when realizing in hardware and can provide immediate results by the processing at chip level.
II. COGNITIVE CELL
Cognitive cell is an important discovery in the field of pattern recognition with extensive applications. The main advantage is that it can be implemented in real time using hybrid CMOS memristive circuits. Memristors are bi-level programmable resistors which can switch between two resistance values based on the voltage applied across it. Memristors are well explained in [44] [45]. 
where M H and M L are high and low memristive values that are usually taken in the order of Mega ohms and Kilo ohms respectively for the better performance. T is the input image and V t is the average of pixel values in the input image. X and V out are the intermediate voltage divider response and inverter output response. I t is the logistic function of the inverter circuit. All this forms one network of the cell.
The function of the cell is that, when ever there is change in the input pixel values, the Cognitive cell is capable of detecting it by changing the response of the cell to logic 'Low'. When there is no change or no significant change in the input pixel values, the cell keeps the response of it logic 'High' itself. Cognitive cell based approaches can be found in [1] .
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The block diagram of the proposed emotion recognition system is shown in Fig. 2 that comprises of three basic stages: preprocessing, edge detection and emotion classification. First two stages are common to the Training and Testing phases and the classification stage is for Testing phase only. 
A. Preprocessing
For preprocessing stage we are proposing a novel method which can be easily adaptable to hardware based architecture. The input images are preprocessed using thresholding and normalization. Thresholding is the simplest method of segmentation where sample images are segmented in to different levels for proper extraction of edge features. Thresholding can be easily realized in hardware using comparator circuits with threshold values as the reference voltage. Here we are doing a 4 level thresholding, where the input image is thresholded at four different threshold values. Let T i denote i th threshold level in 4 levels of input image and is given by Eqn.4.
.6 and L 4 =204.8 and x t is the corresponding input image. The four level threshold images are then combined to a single image using 4 bit Digital to Analog converter (DAC) which gives pixel values in the 0-1 scale. For this, pixel values from the four threshold applied images were used as the input to the 4 bit DAC and the output is a gray scale normalised image which retains the main features like eye, nose and mouth in the facial images.
B. Edge detection
Edges are formed of pixels that reflect the sharp intensity changes within the image. Detection of edges are required to extract the features such as eyes, eyebrows and lips and thus achieve a great amount of dimensionality reduction of input data. Spatial change detector using Cognitive Cell network is used as the basic processing element for edge detection. The cell makes use of relative neighborhood-pixel intensity variations in the images for detecting the directional edges. We require four parallel 2-input cell networks in order to detect dark to light pixel intensity changes in the object in four directions that is upward, downward, leftward and rightward.
After training the cognitive cell using the original image, the shifted images in four directions were tested on the trained networks. Output images from this four cognitive cells outputs directional edges in four direction. Finally the images are combine to a single image by bitwise OR operation. Process flow for the proposed edge detection method is given in Algorithm 1.
The 2 input cognitive cell process two pixels at a time from the input image. So for an m × n size image we need m × n 2-input cognitive cell network for efficient parallel computations. This won't take too much area because of the minimum area requirement of memristive threshold logic cells. From Fig.3 we can see the various units in the preprocessing and edge detection stages. The time t r in the edge detection part indicates the time taken to train the cognitive cell using original image. Shifting of normalized image in four direction 6 :
end for 11: end for 12: for k = 1 to 4 do 13:
end for 16: V k = 1 : C k < 0.5 0 : C k ≥ 0.5 17: end for 18: Final edge detected image is obtained by performing logical OR operation on V k s
Similarly we need to find edges of all training images. The resultant edge detected images represent the feature of that particular face which will then used to make the feature vector corresponding to an emotion of a particular face.
C. Emotion Classification
Emotion classification stage finds the maximum probable class for test image from the processed train images. We used cognitive cell based approach for emotion classification. There are two phases for emotion classification, training phase and testing phase. In the training phase pixel values of the edge detected images are used to train the cognitive cells. This forms one trained network. Like this we need to make separate networks of each training images. Working of the proposed emotion classifier is that, the trained network will give maximum number of logic 'High' as the output when ever the template matches or closely matches with the input images. Hence the network which generates maximum number of logic 'High' response is the network of emotion that matches with the input image. Thus we can classify the emotions.
Based on this, during the testing phase, see Fig. 4 , the test images after preprocessing and edge detection will feed into each of the trained networks and checks for the largest output response from the averaged output from each network. By using a parallel averaging circuit we can get the averaged value from each network and using a winner takes all circuit we can find the largest among this averaged values. Since each network is corresponding to separate emotions we can conclude that the emotion of the selected network is the corresponding emotion of the input image. Thus using Cognitive cell networks, averaging circuits and a winner take all circuit we developed an efficient emotion classifier. Behavior of the proposed emotion classifier is given in Algorithm 2. Testing of edge detected test image on trained cognitive cell networks 3:
end for 6:
S(t) = V t 8: end for 9: out = max(S)
In order to calculate the accuracy, 143 images from database from the training set and remaining images from the testing set. The testing images are taken in such a way that it include each of the seven emotions of the ten expresser's. During training 143 networks are formed after preprocessing and edge detection. Fig. 5 shows some sample images from the dataset and the corresponding responses in the proposed system. Fig. 6 shows the response of each individual units to an input image. Proposed method obtains an overall accuracy of 80% when 67% (143 images) images from database are used for training and an accuracy of 69.23% when 33% (70 images) are used for training. Classification accuracy for different emotions and the corresponding overall accuracy when 67% images are used for training are shown in Table I . Confusion matrix for the same is shown in Table II .
Emotion classification was also checked with other edge detection algorithms like Canny, Marr-hildreth, Prewitt and Roberts. Table III shows the recognition accuracy obtained for the above edge detection techniques. Fig 7 shows the comparison of our edge detected image with other existing methods.
Our method was compared with the work of smitha et al [6] in which they have realized the emotion recognition system both in FPGA hardware and in MATLAB. They reported an accuracy of 72.9% for FPGA implementation and an accuracy of 75.1% for its software simulation in MATLAB. Also our method was compared with the recognition accuracy of 70% of Paul Santi et al in [14] . Clearly we have outperformed above two methods. Comparison of our proposed method with some of the existing emotion recognition systems based on software approaches were given in Table IV . Although the proposed recognition system, when comparing with other state of the art software approaches like [40] [41] shows lower accuracy, the gain in speed due to chip level processing, minimum area and low complexity implementation achieved from its equivalent hardware circuits shows its significance and novelty in the discussed area. [43] GWF+PCA+RBF NN 69.70 Ying Zilu1 et al [28] LBP+ Adaboost+SVM 65.71 Ming Wei et al [44] LBP+Sparse representation 62.90
V. CONCLUSION
A hardware oriented real time facial emotion recognition system using bi-level memristive threshold logic system is proposed in this paper. The proposed recognition system is capable of extracting emotion specific features from human face in real time environments. The advantage of the proposed method is that all the units in the emotion recognition can be implemented using its hardware equivalent circuits. Chip level implementation of the proposed method can gain high speed recognition of the produced emotion in the human face. In this work we obtain an overall accuracy of 80% for the proposed method.
